Parks and other public spaces are critical elements of a civil society. They can be neighborhood anchors and connective forums. They hold particular potential for low-income communities, serving as a respite in ways that can offset the challenges and stresses of segregation and urban poverty. In recent years, public space advocates and park conservationists have become increasingly vocal about the need for “park equity,” or the idea that all residents should have reasonably equal access to quality park space.

Much of the emphasis on park equity focuses on access, funding, and the degree to which residents perceive public space to be welcoming and inclusive. While these are important elements, planning and development processes and governance structures are often left unexamined. Without a critical analysis of power dynamics in the decision-making process, conversations about parks perpetuate and sometimes accelerate historic structural inequities in low-income communities of color. These dynamics can be observed in the case study of Philadelphia Chinatown and the Rail Park, an ambitious adaptive reuse project which recently completed an $11 million first phase of construction in this gentrifying immigrant community with a proud history of activism.

The Chinatown Future Histories project set out to engage community members with the goals of creating a locally driven vision for equitable development, and mobilizing a new generation of community advocates. Using Philadelphia Chinatown as a case study, this report offers guidance for the broader field of community development practitioners, local governments, and planners working in gentrifying neighborhoods on this critical question: **How can public spaces contribute to equitable development?**
Chinatown and the Rail Park: An Equity Analysis

Analyses of gentrification and displacement in US cities often omit the lived experience of Asian American and Pacific Islander (AAPI) communities. Several practices hide the complex economic diversity among AAPIs, including the widespread stereotype of AAPIs as that of a “model minority,” the way that income, wealth, and poverty data are calculated and shared, and the failure to disaggregate data. In Chinatown, low-income and limited English proficiency (LEP) renters are particularly vulnerable to displacement and poor housing conditions.

In the urban renewal of the 1960s to 1980s, planners and policymakers considered many neighborhoods of color, including AAPI communities, to represent economic and social blight. Over the years, Philadelphia Chinatown was threatened with multiple redevelopment proposals. In 1966, the Philadelphia Chinatown Development Corporation (PCDC) was born out of community activism against a proposed highway. The legacies of this activism and urban renewal still resonate in the community today. Philadelphia Chinatown continues to sustain a significant Asian community, and serves as a cultural, economic, political, and social anchor for Asian Americans in the region.

In the context of this community, the Rail Park’s development illustrates how the identity of park decision makers often directly impacts who benefits, while negative outcomes tend to fall upon the most vulnerable populations. The Friends of the Rail Park (FORP), a nonprofit organization, began its efforts in 2013 to redevelop an abandoned viaduct structure as part of a vision for a three-mile-long series of public spaces across the city. Working with the Center City District (CCD), a Business Improvement District which represents Philadelphia’s downtown core, these two organizations with no representation from the community’s low-income populations of color have made the bulk of the decisions around the park’s first phase, which is a public space of the City of Philadelphia and managed by Parks and Recreation.

While the economic impact of the Rail Park is often presented in broad, positive terms, the costs, including increased property taxes and housing maintenance costs, will be disproportionately borne by the most vulnerable residents of the community—low-income, people of color with the least influence over park decisions. This dynamic was illustrated during an effort to create a local BID in 2019. While it was supported by FORP and CCD and overseen by the city’s Department of Commerce, concerns from many residents and business owners around limited community engagement and representation in decision-making and lack of a codified anti-displacement strategy eventually contributed to the failure of the BID.

Given that the redevelopment of public parks is often part of a broader urban revitalization strategy, highlighting the need for park equity has the potential to advance a robust dialogue on the disparate impacts of neighborhood change. However, increased clarity around who will decide, benefit from, and bear the cost of that change is needed. The answers to these questions are particularly important given that the groups advocating for business districts, park equity, green space development, and community development often have fragmented missions that constrain their ability to work collaboratively.

Value Capture Strategies and a Vision for Equitable Development

A growing body of research has documented the connection between certain types of parks and the displacement of low-income populations, disproportionately made up of people of color. Noteworthy examples of what researchers have termed as “environmental gentrification” or “green gentrification” include adaptive reuse projects such as the Bloomingdale Trail at The 606 in Chicago and the Atlanta Beltline.

Land value capture strategies offer an array of public finance instruments that allow communities to recover and reinvest a percentage of the land value increases resulting from public investment and other government action. PCDC commissioned an economic analysis of the neighborhoods surrounding the Rail Park which confirmed significant potential for implementation of a land value capture strategy. Strategic Economics, supported locally by Urban Partners, reviewed apartment building sales within a half mile of the Rail Park since 2013, the year that FORP was formed. Trends in apartment building sales suggest that up to 16 percent of value in apartment buildings within the study area is attributable to the impact of the Rail Park. Based on actual property values of the surrounding parcels, the Rail Park is projected to cause an up to 20 percent increase in property values, or an estimated $169.49 million, which would yield an additional $2.37 million in property tax revenue per year.
The analysis shows high potential for land value capture as a tool for the city to advance inclusive economic growth in communities to intentionally realize inclusive economic growth in communities surrounding the Rail Park. Without such a tool, benefits from the growth will continue to disproportionately accrue among higher income households, while low-income residents struggle with increased housing cost burden and risk of displacement.

In the Chinatown Future Histories project, public space serves as a framework for community members to weave together interests and historic experiences. A full-day Equity Lab, which convened community members, policymakers, and community development practitioners became a rallying point for systemic change around public spaces and equitable development.

In Chinatown, vibrant institutions, a tradition of community activism, and informal mutual aid networks emerged and now form the cradle of a regional touchstone. As Philadelphia changes, it becomes all the more important to ensure the protection of these cultural resources.

A public space can amplify and contribute toward equitable development goals. Key recommendations which emerged in Chinatown Future Histories include:

- **Build the capacity of low-income and LEP community members to advocate for their interests and access needed resources.** Community members want to strengthen the community engagement process conducted by local government as part of the disposition of city-owned properties, and increase public resources for community assets such as public spaces and affordable housing.

- **Incorporate equity values in public land and development processes.** Of particular potential for impact are tenant rights strategies such as Tenant/Community Opportunity to Purchase, opportunities to promote equitable development in the city’s land disposition process, and community land trusts as a tool for neighborhood preservation.

- **Make economic growth work for everyone.** Specific goals include creating an inclusive business improvement district (BID) and exploring a value capture strategy which could be used by the City of Philadelphia to invest a portion of growth into equitable development goals.

Across the country, public space and community development practitioners can benefit from the following takeaways:

- **Amplify and partner with communities toward equitable development goals**
- **Ensure clarity of roles and responsibilities around park governance and planning processes**
- **Convene ongoing, proactive, and multisector forums such as the Equity Lab which center community members to generate consensus around viable equitable development strategies**
- **Acknowledge displacement pressures facing AAPI communities**
- **Invest in community leadership and capacity**

For more information, download the full report at: https://www.policylink.org/resources-tools/chinatown-future-histories
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